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Abstract

Measuring the accuracy of a private university in Batam Business English course curriculum to the present needs of workplaces in Batam from students’ perception is essential. Because 85% of the university students are working, it is compulsory to maintain the gap low between what students learned in class and what is implemented in the working field. A questionnaire consists of three dimensions (curriculum, communication performance, and motivation) distributed randomly to 60 students from a population (N=328) of the third-semester students programmed Business English course at a private university in Batam. The result suggested that the curriculum needs to add more practices, peer work, and case studies to improve students’ communication performance. Students’ perspectives in the Business English course reflected a new technical vocabulary that needed to practice in a correlated context. The curriculum content’s relevance to the workplace’s contextual needs is moderately related because not all working students used the English language in their workplace. Additional focus on internal and external motivation through group work and peer work is needed to improve students’ communication performance and confidence. Finally, the existing Business English curriculum is reasonably accurate, supporting students’ communication performance, both written and oral, at their workplace.
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I INTRODUCTION

Almost all sectors in human life today are affected by the development of information and communication technology (ICT). Since the late 70s, the Education field in language learning also could not escape to the vast inventions in ICT, it is reflected by the introduction of computer-assisted language learning (CALL) (Higgins, 1983). The development of CALL had many innovations in ICT-based teaching language today, such as flipped classroom (Bykonija et al., 2019; Flipped Learning Network, 2014; Jovanović et al., 2017; Wang, 2017), using social media (Lackovic et al., 2017; Thai et al., 2019; Wulandari, 2019; Xodabanbe, 2017), messenger applications (Hafifah & Sulistyo, 2020; Mahzoun & Zohoorian, 2019; Purnomo et al., 2016; Strasser, n.d.), and video games (Danka, 2020; Rivera-Trigueros & Sánchez-Pérez, 2020; Tamtama et al., 2020).

Besides the education sector, other sectors in human life also adjusted to the vast growth of ICT, e.g. in business and manufacture (Kassem et al., 2019; Wahab et al., 2020), economy (González & Nuchera, 2019; Jehangir et al., 2011; Ugli, 2020), tourism (Tu & Hwang, 2020), etc. These studies showed that the implementation of ICT could improve output quality and increase working efficiency.

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) emerged around the 1960s (Johns & Dudley-Evans, 1991) to prepare the English language competency in a specific discipline in terms of communication. ESP studies conducted in some disciplines, e.g., ESP for accounting (Sari & Atmanegara, 2018), medical and nursing (Hosseini & Shokrpour, 2019), engineering (Alsamadani, 2017; Arnó-Macià et al., 2020; Nimasari, 2018), and business (Amine & Faiza, 2018; Fitria, 2019; Naukowy & Polonijnej, 2018; Rahmi et al., 2020). The results showed that ESP is developed continuously through teaching materials, media, and curriculum design; to match graduates’ needs to strive in working and global competition.

The curriculum development is needed to revisit periodically and match the targeted competencies, enhance collaborative and individual learning, and provide high-quality and relevant graduates as expected by future users in targeted sectors (Custodio et al., 2019). Notably, it is related to the ESP curriculum. Aspects covered in the curriculum development, e.g., defining objectives, contents, methodology, and evaluations (Hussain et al., 2011; Su, 2012). Therefore, the learning process’s curriculum design could cover or come near to the relevant competencies expected by graduate users shortly.

Chan (2018) studied curriculum development in Business English ESP. He recommended more topic-specific, research-informed curriculum innovations in ESP be published to strengthen the link between research and curriculum development. Bykonija et al. (2019) added that students’ preference in
learning Business English shifted to a greater desire to engage independently with computer-assisted work, which affected how teachers’ teaching strategy. Furthermore, Rahmi et al. (2020) investigated students’ perceptions study in ESP Business English teaching implementation suggested that the appearance should be attractive to improve students’ motivation using the book. Besides, teaching strategies provided fun learning, games, and controlled class is preferred for Indonesian learners.

Further study to measure the Business English curriculum’s current accuracy to users’ needs from students’ perspectives who are working can enrich accurate information in developing the future curriculum supported by their knowledge of their workplace needs in English language communication performance. Therefore, research questions proposed are how do the students perceive the current Business English curriculum and how is the current Business English curriculum related to the students’ communication performance in the working places.

I MATERIALS AND METHOD

A survey was presented to collect data. The questionnaire consisted of 19 questions; 3 open-questions, 16 questions measured using Likert five-scale, determining 1 as the least or strongly disagree to 5 as the most or strongly agree. The questionnaire design consulted two scholars who are considered capable in statistics and designing the questionnaire. The questionnaire’s internal consistency or reliability of questions with scaled answers was tested by piloting it with 25 representative samples distributed via the Google survey. 25 responses were received and analyzed. The questionnaire’s reliability test resulted from a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.71. It is reflected that the instrument produced a reliable result (Mahzoun & Zohoorian, 2019). The final design of the questionnaire was transferred to Google Form in order to be distributed online to the respondents.

The questionnaire was distributed randomly to 60 students who programmed Business English (N=328) in a private university in Batam via a Whatsapp message containing a hyperlink to the Google Form. The population database was retrieved from the Academic Administrative and Student Affairs Bureau. The database accommodates students’ names, study programs, email, and Whatsapp number.

The data collected from the open questions were analyzed and grouped into a relatively small number of categories (Krosnick & Presser, 2010). Furthermore, an interview was conducted with five randomly selected students who were willing to for interview sessions. It is purposed for validating the categorical judgments (Lapan et al., 2012).

The interview was a semi-structural interview with open-ended questions conducted in Bahasa Indonesia for 15 to 30 minutes. The five students were interviewed three times a week with the same substance using different questions until the information is redundant or saturated (Lin, 2019; Perakyla, 2005)

The questionnaire and interview data were coded to present themes, representations, quotes, and comments summaries (deHaan, 2019) related to student’s perceived values after the BE course.

II RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The questionnaire result was collected and analyzed accordingly. There were 72 responses recorded on the Google Form. There were 9 invalid responses because of double sending from the same respondent, besides 3 responses also invalid due to incomplete answering the questions. The screening process returned 60 valid responses and proceeded to the statistical calculation.

The students’ feedback represented by the questionnaire (Table 1) is classified into three themes or indicators; those are 1) the relevance to the workplace, 2) the teaching and learning process, and 3) personal English communication performance.

Interview sessions were also conducted three times with five participants to validate the open-ended questions in the questionnaire and enrich the feedback collected through questionnaires. It was classified by themes, e.g., 1) the relevance of the BE curriculum; 2) The workplace expectations; 3) Students’ motivations, and 4) Students’ obstacles (Table 2). The number of interviews was considered already collecting saturated data on the third interview. No more new information could be gathered. Therefore, no further interview sessions were needed to be scheduled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Perceived Value</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I feel the BE course improve my English communication performance.</td>
<td>83.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>My workplace uses the English language.</td>
<td>76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I found materials taught in BE helped me in the workplace.</td>
<td>83.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The materials given in the BE course is challenging.</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BE course accommodated me to explore my creativity in learning English.</td>
<td>84.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BE course gives exposure to my performance using English.</td>
<td>74.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I can understand my friends who speak English.</td>
<td>71.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>My friends can understand me when I speak in English.</td>
<td>71.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I can understand the English text.</td>
<td>78.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>People can understand my English writing.</td>
<td>76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>I can use English grammar correctly.</td>
<td>65.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I am confident speaking in English.</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I am confident to write in English.</td>
<td>58.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I can do oral negotiation in English.</td>
<td>44.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I can write a formal letter and a casual posting using English.</td>
<td>69.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>I use English when visiting Singapore or other countries</td>
<td>63.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Student’s Perceived Value in BE Curriculum**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Representative Quote</th>
<th>Summary of Related Comment on the Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The relevance of BE curriculum | It was very helpful.  
Thanks to the university for providing this course.  
I can implement what my lecturers taught to my office worker. | Participants agree that the curriculum provided in the BE course is relevant and applicable to their workplace/ office. |
| Workplace expectations | Communicate effectively to the company/office international partners/guests.  
Qualified handling English text documents.  
Understand instructions or commands both oral and written in the English language. | The expectations of the students’ companies or offices are students can communicate effectively even though just in basic English performance. Furthermore, performance in handling and understanding English text and commands are preferable. For some big companies, this performance |
sometimes, I am not confident speaking in English because my grammar is awkward. Meeting international guests can force me to use the English language and improve it. My BE lecturer gave me challenging assignments to make an interview video with overseas visitors in Batam. I can use English to build my personal branding on my Instagram.

The problem could be students’ confidence. Even though they speak in English, not grammatical, the intended meaning still can be delivered. Besides, visitors from Singapore who often come to Batam at the weekend could help to build students’ confidence by giving compulsory interaction practice.

Working in a small group can help me finishing the assignments more effectively than working in a big group.

Table 2. Reflections on the correlation of BE Curriculum and English used in the workplace

II.1 Correlation of BE Curriculum to Current Workplace Expectations

Based on the university Academic Administration and Students Affairs database, students who have jobs and working while studying is about 85% of the population. The stand of Business English (BE) course taken by the students in a private university in Batam showed the satisfying result. The students feel that through the BE course, their communication performance in the English language is improving (87%), which means that improvement could help students to give a better general performance on their job or career. This is validated by participants interviewed that by programming BE course they are insisted on learning something that could be applied at their workplace or office, e.g., greeting customers, writing offer letter, or responding the supervisor or employer instructions in the English language.

Not all students who are working using the English language in their workplace only 76% of students whose workplace using English in different range. The rest of them uses Bahasa Indonesia and the Chinese language as their daily official language. Even though in their workplace do not use the English language in their business, the benefit of taking BE course still could be applied. One participant said that,

"My office does not use English at all because our market is totally for local customers. Bahasa Indonesia and Mandarin (Chinese language) are more often used during the day. But for my English (language ability), I use it to build my personal branding in my social media Instagram, who knows, someone will use my account to promote their goods or services."

This phenomenon reflected that the BE course could apply not only to those who work in an office or company but also to those who use social media as social branding for business purposes. It could be a consideration for BE curriculum developers to start looking at the digital business, e.g., English for social media branding, as one enrichment topic in the curriculum. Added by Taillefer, (2018), besides the basic fundamental ESP curriculum, technological issues and digital materials become challenges for the curriculum development to tackle.

II.2 Student’ Perceived Values to Existing BE Curriculum

The perceived values of the BE course were investigated in two dimensions, and those are the teaching and learning process and personal English communication performance.

The teaching and learning process conducting under the same BE curriculum was designed by the curriculum developers. It is distributed to lecturers who are assigned to teach BE. A preliminary interview was conducted with the BE course coordinator related to the mechanism of running the BE course in multiple classes. At the beginning of the semester, the BE coordinator invited all BE lecturers
to have a briefing discussing the current curriculum and the targeted outputs in the BE course. Therefore, BE lecturers shared the same targets and outcomes.

The students’ perspectives in the teaching and learning process shared high relevant values to the indicators measured respectively.

Most students agree that the teaching materials prepared for the students in the BE course are challenging to explore their creativity and giving exposure in improving their English communication performance that possibly applied at their workplace. From the interview of a participant, she said that she does not sound confident enough to speak in English because her English grammar had to improve much. After programming the BE course, she thought that the BE could motivate her to advance the grammar in English.

Besides, their job was one of the reasons they programmed the BE course. At their office or company, their positions required them to interact with international customers, companies, and guests.

On the other hand, obstacles issue also raised by students in the process of teaching and learning. It was related to the grouping management. A validation conducted by interviewing participants that this issue could decrease the effectiveness of learning BE because most of the students are working, they do not have much time to have a regular discussion session and, usually, the group working load was handled by one or two group members only. It is suggested to have a smaller group to work with.

The students’ perceived their personal English communication performance improving after conducting the BE course is moderately agree. It showed that less than 60% of the students are not confident both in performing speaking and writing in English. Even though they could do conversation practices and understand what their friend says in English, they also could write a formal letter as required in the course curriculum, and some of them practiced it in their workplace.

Augmenting the development of BE curriculum by adding confidence issues, e.g., settings (Hashim & Yunus, 2018), teaching contents, or strategies (Dewi et al., 2016; Singhanuwananon, 2016), in performing English both oral and written could become a consideration. Due to the number of students who are self-assured performing English to communicate is still below 60%.

III CONCLUSION

The students’ perceived value after completing BE course related to the relevance of the existing BE curriculum to the expected output by the graduates’ users are relatively relevant to be conducted to higher education students because it could accordingly help them in their workplace, especially to students who work at big companies in Batam which closely linked with other international companies or to those who work or running on tour and travel business. The practical issues brought by students to the class could be a real-case discussion enrichment material for the students, lecturers, and curriculum development.

Raising students’ confidence becomes a decisive issue as a special proposition to put in the curriculum development alongside the core English skills.

Further studies on investigating proper and effective BE curriculum that relevant to the current needs and could increase students’ confidence perform English both oral and written. Furthermore, this study data is very limited due to taken participants that come from one private university in Batam. Collecting data from a broader participant could increase the accuracy for inferring the result to a broader scope.
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